make/made/making
I.a. Write a sentence for each one on the lines below: make, making, made
made_________________________________________________________________________
make_________________________________________________________________________
making_____________________________________________________________

b. made/make/making: How do you expect to use them?

Now, look at the example sentences below. Do the examples agree with your expectations?

made
1. An open box is to be made from a 3-ft by 8-ft rectangular piece of sheet metal…
2. … square base, vertical sides, and open top is to be made from 1000 ft' of material.
3. …and the fibre-fill in a winter jacket can be made from polypropylene or polyester…
4. …parts made from a variety of materials. All are made by various processes that we
call manufacturing.
5. …soap made by boiling animal fat in an alkaline solution obtains a…
6. database save) and to keep a log of the changes made by transactions against the…

making
1. …flow is essentially inviscid. By making certain assumptions about the behavior of
the…
2. It is desired to make the wheel appear softer by making changes in cutting
conditions.
3. …tools that can be used to solve energy balances by making closure = e, = 100% at
4. The stress-strain diagrams are simplified by making some idealizations which cater
5. …silver halide photochemistry, but included a process for making the result
permanent.
6. …for creating very complex mathematical functions for making predictions.
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make
1. Past disasters have demonstrated the need to make an initial assessment of the
damage to a system…
2. In photosynthesis, autotrophs use solar energy to make sugar molecules from water
and CO₂ releasing oxygen…
3. … multiply connected regions. To make this extension we will need to assume that…
4. Such a comparison would make it easier to determine whether the slight loss of …
5. described. The plaintext was somehow changed to make it unreadable to someone …
6. …take you about four hours and we have tried to make it interesting…

II. What words precede and follow make/made/making? What are their parts of speech (noun,
preposition, adjective, etc…) ?

make
before
to
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III. Do you think there are any differences in usage between make/made/making besides
tense?

IV. Read the sentences below. Are make/made/making being used correctly, according to the
example sentences on page 1? If they are not, make the necessary changes? Why did you make
these changes?
1. It is used to make the solution easier to solve.
correct
incorrect
Changes:__________________________________________

2. Often, the material is making by heating the different elements to a very high
temperature.
correct
incorrect
Changes:__________________________________________

3. Also, high carbon steels can be heat treated to form martensite making the steel very
hard and strong.
correct
incorrect
Changes:__________________________________________

4. Plastics are made by a chemical reaction that involves monomers.
correct

incorrect

Changes:__________________________________________
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5. Explain what will happen to any living organism if we try to make from it an isolated
thermodynamic system.
correct

incorrect

Changes:__________________________________________
6. We begin from making a table of integers 2 to N.
correct

incorrect

Changes:__________________________________________

V. What would we write? Circle yes if you think it is normal usage write or no if you think it is
not normal usage
1. the making of ….

yes

no

2. it is made by…

yes

no

3. by make a

yes

no

4. to make a

yes

no

5. for making changes

yes

no

6. make for changes

yes

no

7. it making to change

yes

no

8. by made calculations

yes

no

9. by making reading

yes

no

10. is made from

yes

no
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